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Introduction

Today’s energy and resource companies
have reach and scope like never before. The
global economic environment has changed
immensely in recent years. Agility and
adaptability are no longer admirable traits
in energy and resource companies – they are
essential characteristics of success.

Stricter regulation, financial constraints and
resource nationalism have provided decision
makers with more food for thought than
in previous periods. Deloitte recognises the
changing nature of this market and offers
unparalleled advice and insight to companies
in this industry sector.

Triggers of innovation
Creative sources of funding: The financial crisis has been felt in the commodities trading sector.
Reduced capacity of European banks to lend, compacted by the hostile financial environment, has
fuelled innovations in how companies think about funding. The capital needs of energy and resource
companies are increasing significantly due to expanding balance sheets and movements towards
more integrated business models. Organisations looking at new sources of funding must consider
costs, complexity of implementation, administration, and availability of assets. Traders who do not
creatively employ different funding tools may find themselves priced out of the market.

Information as a strategic asset: IT – both systems and the data they contain – is re-characterised
from cost centre to strategic asset. Leading companies are already applying data analytics. What has
changed, is the pace at which information flows and the speed at which decisions need to be made.
Integrating different commodities, geographies and systems and unearthing valuable patterns in real
time means that IT is a source of competitive advantage for leading organisations.

Greater optionality through assets: Acquisitions in production, processing, logistics and
downstream assets help energy and resource companies gain competitive advantage through
maximising the optionality inherent in their supply chain. Moving into assets requires a longer-term
commitment of capital with associated implications for the financing strategy of the business as a
whole and for its organisational structure.

Risk, regulation and compliance: Risk management is a core competence for any trading
organisation. Transparency requirements are likely to increase, driving up costs, with some industry
experts believing that this is the ‘new normal’ – in addition we have seen an upsurge in resource
nationalism. Companies will have to effectively co-ordinate various functions and departments to
ensure compliance and those who embed the reporting requirements into their day-to-day routines
will minimise disruption to the core business.

Places and people: Securing the right people with the right skills is a key issue in choice of location.
Geographic factors play a decisive role: trading activity has gradually been shifting eastward
encouraged by the economic rise of Asia and China’s strong positioning in the commodities market;
the production surge in Natural gas from North America’s ‘shale gale’ has within 5 short years
transformed the US from LNG importer to LNG exporter. Also, as Chinese money continues to
seek opportunities, at what point might Shanghai or another Chinese city become first-tier global
commodity trading hubs?

Exploration and production of oil and gas
The renewable energy sector is experiencing significant growth at present, oil and gas
representing over 80% of Ireland’s energy supply.

The Department of Communications, Energy and
Natural Resources (DCENR) estimate that there are
potentially 6.5 billion barrels of oil and 20 trillion
cubic feet of gas beneath the seabed off the west
coast of Ireland. There are significant opportunities
in both Ireland and around the globe in relation to
offshore oil and gas exploration activities.
The Petroleum Affairs Division of the DCENR
manages Ireland’s offshore and onshore oil and
gas reserves. They issue licenses for exploration and
production activities.
Oil and gas exploration started in Irish waters in
1970 and recently there have been significant
offshore reserves discovered but the scale of
Ireland’s recoverable oil and gas resources remains
uncertain. There has also been an onshore discovery
of natural gas in the North West Carboniferous and
Clare basins.
The discoveries of oil and gas provide potential for
the Irish economy but further inward investment by
oil and gas companies is necessary to realise that
potential.
The taxation of activities in the oil and gas sector
is a specialised area and must be considered by
exploration and production companies when
carrying out related activities in Irish territorial
waters.
Irish corporation tax
A company’s residence determines whether or
not its profits will come within the scope of Irish
corporation tax. Irish tax resident companies are
subject to Irish corporation tax on their worldwide
income, whereas non resident companies are only
subject to tax on Irish income where their activities
give rise to a permanent establishment in Ireland.
Corporate taxation of petroleum activities in
Ireland
The principle feature of the taxation for petroleum
companies is a corporation tax rate of 25%. This
rate applies to production of oil and gas under
leases granted before certain cut off dates which
vary with the difficulty of exploring the waters
for which the lease is granted. Where petroleum
activities are carried out in the course of a trade
in conjunction with other activities, the petroleum
activities will be treated as a separate trade for tax
purposes.

Profit Resource Rent Tax
Profit Resource Rent Tax (PRRT) is an additional tax,
on profits from petroleum leases granted after 1
January 2007.
The tax applies when the profit ratio is 1.5 or more
i.e. the cumulative net profits can be up to 150%
of the cumulative capital investment before the tax
applies. The rate of tax depends on the profit ratio
and ranges from 0%-15%.
Exploration expenditure
Tax relief is available for exploration expenditure
(capital expenditure incurred on petroleum
exploration activities as well as payments made to
the State in respect of exploration licences) against
the profits of petroleum activities provided the
expenditure has been incurred either directly or
indirectly by the company.
Companies can claim relief for both successful and
abortive exploration expenditure, but only where
it hasn’t been incurred more than 25 years prior to
the commencement of the trade. It is not necessary
to consider petroleum activities in different fields
separately; expenditure incurred in one relevant
field may be used against profits earned in a
different relevant field.
Where a company purchases assets from another
company that represents exploration expenditure
in a relevant field, they are entitled to claim an
allowance in respect of same. The allowance is the
lesser of the exploration expenditure incurred and
the price paid for the asset.
Exploration expenditure can be surrendered up from
subsidiaries to parent companies and transferred
between associated companies.
Development expenditure
A 100% write down allowance is also available in
respect of the cost of capital expenditure incurred
on production and development in connection
with a relevant field during the course of carrying
on a petroleum trade. The allowance is only
available when the asset that is represented by the
expenditure is used for the purposes of the trade.
Ring fencing
The tax rules recognise the contribution of the oil
and gas industry to the economy and the tax yield
from this sector is protected by confining relief for
oil and gas exploration and production costs to
set-off against income and profits of oil and gas
production. Accordingly, there are “ring fencing”
measures restricting relief for oil and gas losses and
charges on income.

Abandonment expenditure
Abandonment activities are defined as activities
carried out by or on behalf of a company which
comply with the requirements of a petroleum
lease, in respect of the cessation of production in
a relevant field or part of a relevant field e.g. the
dismantling and removal of pipelines used to bring
petroleum to dry land.
A 100% write-off of abandonment expenditure
against oil and gas profits is provided for. If the
relief creates a loss for tax purposes, a company
may carry back the loss against the profits of the
preceding three years for tax relief and any unused
amount may be carried forward to a new trade.
Leasing of rigs and equipment
Companies operating in Irish waters can avail of
a tax deduction for any lease rentals in respect of
leasing drilling rigs and other equipment used in
carrying out exploration and extraction activities.
Capital Gains Tax
Capital Gains Tax (CGT) is currently chargeable at a
rate of 33%. An Irish resident company will be liable
to Irish CGT on its worldwide income. However, a
non-resident company is only subject to Irish CGT in
respect of chargeable gains on disposals of certain
specified assets. Specified assets include gains on
the sale of any interests in petroleum licences and
leases or any assets used in a petroleum trade, as
well as any shares in companies deriving their value
from such assets.
Provided that the Minister for Communications,
Energy and Natural Resources is satisfied that the
sole purpose for the disposal of an interest in a
licensed area at the pre-production stage is the
proper exploration and development of the area ,
no CGT should arise. A claim for the relief can be
made by the company disposing of the interest
when the consideration received is used wholly and
exclusively for exploration activities.
There is also relief for exchanges of an interest in a
licensed area such that the disposal is disregarded
for CGT purposes so that the interest transferred is
treated as a single asset and as a result no disposal
or acquisition is deemed to have occurred. On any
subsequent disposal of the assets by the vendor,
the consideration paid i.e. reinvestment expenditure
will not be allowed when computing the chargeable
gain.
Relevant Contracts Tax (RCT)
RCT is a withholding tax obligation whereby a
principal contractor has to withhold tax at 0%,
20% or 35% from payments made to a service
provider/contractor in respect of certain services.
The definition of services covered by RCT is very
broad especially in respect of exploration, extraction
or exploitation of natural resources. It includes all

operations which are preparatory, integral to, or
render complete drilling, exploration, extraction
or exploitation of natural resources and essentially
covers all physically supplied services. All contracts
should be reviewed at inception to determine the
RCT position, including contracts with affiliated or
group companies. RCT applies when the specified
activities take place in Ireland or within areas over
which Ireland has exploration/exploitation rights.
The tax rate applicable depends on the tax status
of the contractor to whom payment is being
made. Although it is primarily a compliance issue,
the consequences of a failure to comply with
the various steps involved in the online eRCT
compliance process can be extremely significant.
Failure to withhold tax if appropriate, or failure to
input details onto the eRCT system, even where
no tax is ultimately due, could leave a principal
contractor liable to the tax which should have been
withheld, along with interest and penalties.
Any tax withheld will be available directly from
Revenue to the service provider/contractor for
offset against any other Irish taxes due or a refund
can be applied for provided all Irish tax returns and
payments are fully up to date.
VAT
Companies established in Ireland or conducting
drilling/exploration activities within 12 miles of
the coastline may have an obligation to be VAT
registered. This is particularly relevant where
contractors are used to provide services subject
to RCT as a specific VAT reverse charge rule is
applicable on these services. Irish VAT incurred on
business expenses is generally recoverable with
some exceptions. Where there is no establishment
in Ireland for VAT purposes and the activities are
conducted outside the 12 mile zone an Irish VAT
registration may not be required, however, it should
still be possible to recover the VAT incurred.
Custom duties
An EU based customs and excise duty is applicable
to the production, processing and holding of
exercisable products under duty suspension. Certain
licenses should be obtained for the importation/
exportation of goods and equipment, including
extracted minerals on which custom duties may also
be applicable.
There should be no VAT or customs issues if the
exploration site is located beyond the 12 mile zone
(for VAT purposes).
Payroll - PAYE
In addition to considering the corporate tax
aspects the company must also consider what
its requirements may be in sending any of its
employees to work in Ireland and/or its territorial
waters.

The responsibility lies primarily with the individual’s
employer but can also extend in certain
circumstances to or a third party company based
locally in Ireland. Ireland operates a Pay As You
Earn (PAYE) regime on wages, salaries and noncash benefits in kind. There are however several
exclusions under domestic legislation and under the
treaty framework.
Employers may be released from the obligation
to operate PAYE in relation to certain temporary
workers in Ireland. These exemptions are linked to
the period of time the employee spends in Ireland,
their tax position in their home country but also the
corporate tax position of the employer in Ireland.

Employer Withholding Obligations for Foreign Employees Working
in Ireland
Less than 30 workdays
in a tax year

NO Permanent
Establishment

Permanent
Establishment

Between 30 and 60
workdays

No PAYE Obligation

PAYE Obligation

More than 60 workdays
but less than 183 days

PAYE may need to be
operated, exemption
application required

PAYE Obligation

More than 183 days

PAYE Obligation

PAYE Obligation

Any exclusion from PRSI generally depends on Irish and / or EU social security regulations.

Oil and gas services companies
The taxation of oil and gas service companies is largely
the same as the rules that apply to exploration and
production companies, however some differences arise.
These differences are outlined below.

Corporation Tax
In general, the corporation tax rate in Ireland for
petroleum related activities is 25%. However,
some activities undertaken by service companies
operating in the oil and gas sector may qualify for
the lower corporation tax rate of 12.5%. It is usually
necessary to perform a review of a company’s
activities to establish whether the 25% or 12.5%
rate should apply and in some cases a submission to
Revenue may be required so that they can confirm
the correct rate of corporation tax.
Relevant Contracts Tax (RCT)
RCT may apply at every stage in a chain situation.
The legislation provides that if a person is engaged
by a principal to carry out ‘RCT operations’ and
that second person engages subcontractors to
perform the services then the second person may
also be deemed to be a principal contractor and
should operate RCT on relevant payments to its
subcontractors. Therefore if a service provider
engages subcontractor the services provider could
be both a subcontractor and a principal contractor.

2011 Atlantic margin licensing round
The below map highlights the licences granted by the Department of Communications, Energy
and Natural Resources in the Atlantic margin licensing round 2011.

Our global services
At Deloitte we have a dedicated team with an
established track record in the oil and gas sector.
Our team has worked with clients across the full
spectrum of the industry from startups to listed
companies and with investors both in Ireland and
those with a wider European or global remit.

Deloitte offers a fully integrated service
incorporating Corporate Finance, Accounting and
Advisory, Tax, Consulting and Financial Modelling
professionals with relevant experience in the oil and
gas sector.

Audit and Assurance Advisor

Enterprise Risk Services

› Statutory and Independent Audit
› Information System Audit
› Internal Audit
› IFRS Financial Statements
› Accounting Compliance Review
› Revenue Assurance
› Forensic Services
› Capital Market Services
› Sarbanes-Oxley Compliance Services

› Risk Management
› Internal Control Assurance
› Compliance and Regulatory Advisory
› Computer Forensics
› Technology Assurance and Advisory
› Data Analytics
› Governance

Corporate Responsibility and
Sustainable Development

Global Energy Markets

› Forensic and Dispute
› Fraud Prevention

› Risk Strategy (Enterprise Risk
Management)
› Quantitative Analysis and Valuation
› Credit Advisory
› Energy and Derivative Transactions
› Trading platforms

Financial Advisory Services

IPO Services

› Corporate Finance
› Mergers and Acquisitions
› Due Diligence
› Fundraising and Capital Activities
› Transaction Services and Support
› Valuation and Valuation Advisory
› Financial Modelling
› Economic Consulting
› Financial Reorganisations

› IPO Readiness Assessment
› Fundraising Strategy and Feasibility
› IFRS and US/UK GAAP Reporting
› Transaction Structuring and Execution
› Regulatory Compliance
› IPO Tax Advisory

Consulting

Tax Advisory

› Strategy and Operations
› Corporate Strategy
› CFO Services
› Human Capital
› Supply Chain Management
› Enterprise Applications
› Technology Integration
› IT Strategy and Management
› Architecture and Infrastructure
› Enterprise Business Integration

› Corporate Taxation
› International Taxation
› Tax Risk Management
› Due Diligence Support
› Transfer Pricing
› Energy Trading Taxation
› Legal Advisory
› Indirect Taxes
› Mergers and Acquisitions
› Research and Development Credits
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Deloitte offers a fully integrated service
incorporating Corporate Finance, Accounting
and Advisory, Tax, Consulting and Financial
Modelling Professionals with relevant
experience in the oil and gas sector.
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